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The Y. W. C. A. Budget Goes Over The Top

FUND RAISED IN TWELVE HOURS

Faculty and Students Contribute Generously to Fund to Carry on Y Work on Campus

The goal of the Y. W. C. A. budget of two thousand dollars was exceeded on the campus within twelve hours, eight of which were lost in sleep by the students on October 2 and 3. Of the total amount three hundred and forty dollars was contributed by the faculty and eighty-eight dollars by the students. The student executive and advisory board of the Y. W. C. A. could state very safely that not only from the viewpoint of the organization, but also from that of the college, Turnham Hall leads with the largest contribution in the Y budget. Allinson Hall enjoys the distinction of having each student contributing to the budget. The finance campaign was opened on Tuesday morning at Chapel. Ruby O. C. Woodhead, chairwoman, had all to wonder whether or not the support to the Y is the very best possible, not only in energy and ability but also in money we give. The exhibit approved the fact that the money was raised by the students in each co-operative manner.

MATH CLUB ORGANIZES FOR YEAR

Miss Napehaly Collins Hurd Meeting and Her Girls, John Innes Club

Great enthusiasm was shown on Wednesday afternoon, October 5, when 18 girls met in the mathematics rooms of the Ama Building for the purpose of organizing a Mathematics Club for the current year. Miss Allinson, president, opened the meeting. She read and explained the constitution of the club. The questions and other business was carried on until the meeting was adjourned.

CHAPEL PROGRAM EMPHASIZES "Y"

Colonade Editor Presides at Interesting Exercises Tuesday Morning Sept. 17

On Tuesday morning, September 17, the membership of the Y. W. C. A. presented a most interesting program at chapel. Carolee Schumacher as chairman of the membership committee presided over the meeting's progress. Anna McNeil, head of membership department, presided over the program. After which Carolene Schumacher made a talk on the fellowship found in Y's for those interested in the organized services. She quoted numerous appropriate passages from "The Young Women's Christian Association has proven through us together who we may be, and what work we may do. In order for the members of the Y. W. C. A. to carry on successfully, we must achieved the working network of the Y, each committee chairman displayed a poster telling of the activities of her committee.

MUSICAL PROGRAMS TO FEATURE WEDNESDAY CHAPEL

Miss Tucker and Music Department to Feature Musical Numbers at Chapel Exercises

The Music Department has planned several special programs to be given every week during the regular chapel period. These programs will be under the direction of Miss Tucker, who will be introduced by the students and the membership at the first program of the year. The first program was Wednesday. Miss Long sang a beautiful selection from "Eunice." Miss Shumacher gave two delightful solos with short, interesting interpretations of each. These programs will add variety and enjoyment to the chapel exercises. The students remember the musical numbers that were given last year, and feel they are looking forward to the Wednesday morning programs.

CONANODE EDITOR CALLS TO ATLANTA

Miss Carolis Beaman, Editor of the Colonade, called to Atlanta this morning when her mother was expected to die. The sympathy of the staff and members of the Colonade was expressed to her in her bereavement. Miss Beaman had to leave the Colonade, as the Colonade was the paper is not as complete as it should have been otherwise.

ORGANIZATION PROGRAM OF TWENTY-FOUR

Miss Hurbach to Be Director, Miss Boss White Named President, Other Officers Named

Saturday, Sept. 25, the members lost their yachts and for the purpose of organizing the orchestra for the year. Miss Hurbach presided over the election of officers which was held on Friday. Miss Hurbach, White, President, Emily Campbell, Vice-President, Edna Shumacher, Secretary, and Janet Floros, Chairman of the total committee. Mary Taylor was the pianist for the year. Miss Hurbach and the members of the orchestra would like to see more of the girls who play wind and stringed instruments to join the group. Violin, viola, cello, flute and saxophones are wanted. There are about twenty in the orchestra now.

LITURGICAL OPTURE Yorsk Hold Meeting

Doris Rockefeller Elected Editor-in-Chief of Christianite. Willi Baker President of Guild

Seventy-five old and new members met September 26th for the purpose of organizing this year's Literacy Guild. The meeting was in charge of Doris Rockefeller. The first business to be discussed was the election of the Christianite staff. Doris Rockefeller was elected Editor-in-Chief. She was elected President of Guild. Doris Rockefeller and Robert McConnell as a nominating committee to make nominations for the rest of the staff. Then the new officers were elected for the Guild. William Baker was elected president; Beth Bigelow, Secretary and Treasurer; and Claire Prizs and Mary Rowley as officers. The new officers gave short informal speeches, introducing themselves to the class and school.

An interesting and helpful talk was then made by Dr. Benson who urged that the girls made the most use of time was made.

A delightful recitation was first which was presented by Miss Harriet and Mrs. Putman was enjoyed by the girls.

BEAUTIFICATION OF CAMPUS BEGUN THIS WEEK


The North and East sides of the campus of the C. C. C. campus were visited by the students of the college. This visit included the entire campus. The students and faculty members were greatly interested in the new position of the plants. The Agriculture students will start nurseries in their garden plots and young plants on hand all the time.

NEW YORK WOMAN GIVES READING CHAPEL MEETING

Dr. Ethel Shadler, of New York, interpreter of poetry and music, was a visitor to the campus.

Dr. Ethel Shadler gave a short talk about the life of Rossetti Christian Anderson and read one of his poems aloud at the entire meeting. The talks were given by Dr. W. T. Wyman, Dr. El. H. Scott, Miss Alice Maples, and Miss Ambrose Doubhney, executive secretary.

JUNIOR CLASS ELECT OFFICERS

Margaret Cunningham of Decatur, Nominated President. Class Elects Social Hour Thursday Night

The primary election for the officers of the Junior class was held Thursday morning during the chapel period. The ballot was turned over by Dr. Benson to be present in the Recreation Hall at 7:30 A.M. in order of completing the election and enjoying a weekly hour. The tally was made by Mr. Benson and Mrs. Putman were nominated by the girls.

AGENSC SCOTT STUDENTS SPEAK AT VESPERS

Miss People Los Armstrong and Miss Elizabeth Coates, Members of Students Sunday Evening

Miss People Los Armstrong and Elizabeth Fins, President and Vice-President, of the Agenst Scott Y. W. C. C. on Sunday evening, September 25th, met the developed. Allston Hospital came a note, "I Would Be True" accompanied by a poem. People Los Armstrong gave an inspirational talk on the friendly and tender spirit of the student Y. was interpreted through its purview, Mrs. Sill was interested in the call of morning.

NARVIN M. PARKS BIBLE STUDY CLASS ORGANIZES

The Bible Study Class of Dr. Gurne Harris was a feature of the class this year by adopting its name, the Harris Bible Study Class. The members of this class are seniors. Its officers are Miss Elisa Baker. Vice-President; Miss Lillian Hough. Secretary; and Miss J. W. Clark. Plans are now in the study but also for the study's other hits and good times.
Dr. Tigges Gives Accurate Account Of City's Birth

An accurate picture and data of the Great Four Plan of the City of Washington, Georgia, and its relationship to The Commissioners That Were the Artists

This picture shows Survivors Play of Milledgeville
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How I Dress for a Party

Reading at the last moment is just a party for a party essay in my case. If the essay is due in class in twenty minutes, I go to dress 8:30. A stain on my dress will mean a trip to the dry cleaner in two minutes. If the essay is due in class in twenty minutes, I go to dress 8:30. A stain on my dress will mean a trip to the dry cleaner in two minutes. If I'm feeling especially down or to pick up something, I'll go to dress 8:30. A stain on my dress will mean a trip to the dry cleaner in two minutes. If the essay is due in class in twenty minutes, I go to dress 8:30. A stain on my dress will mean a trip to the dry cleaner in two minutes. If I'm feeling especially down or to pick up something, I'll go to dress 8:30. A stain on my dress will mean a trip to the dry cleaner in two minutes. If the essay is due in class in twenty minutes, I go to dress 8:30. A stain on my dress will mean a trip to the dry cleaner in two minutes. If I'm feeling especially down or to pick up something, I'll go to dress 8:30. A stain on my dress will mean a trip to the dry cleaner in two minutes. If the essay is due in class in twenty minutes, I go to dress 8:30. A stain on my dress will mean a trip to the dry cleaner in two minutes. If I'm feeling especially down or to pick up something, I'll go to dress 8:30. A stain on my dress will mean a trip to the dry cleaner in two minutes. If the essay is due in class in twenty minutes, I go to dress 8:30. A stain on my dress will mean a trip to the dry cleaner in two minutes. If I'm feeling especially down or to pick up something, I'll go to dress 8:30. A stain on my dress will mean a trip to the dry cleaner in two minutes. If the essay is due in class in twenty minutes, I go to dress 8:30. A stain on my dress will mean a trip to the dry cleaner in two minutes. If I'm feeling especially down or to pick up something, I'll go to dress 8:30. A stain on my dress will mean a trip to the dry cleaner in two minutes. If the essay is due in class in twenty minutes, I go to dress 8:30. A stain on my dress will mean a trip to the dry cleaner in two minutes. If I'm feeling especially down or to pick up something, I'll go to dress 8:30. A stain on my dress will mean a trip to the dry cleaner in two minutes. If the essay is due in class in twenty minutes, I go to dress 8:30. A stain on my dress will mean a trip to the dry cleaner in two minutes. If I'm feeling especially down or to pick up something, I'll go to dress 8:30. A stain on my dress will mean a trip to the dry cleaner in two minutes. If the essay is due in class in twenty minutes, I go to dress 8:30. A stain on my dress will mean a trip to the dry cleaner in two minutes. If I'm feeling especially down or to pick up something, I'll go to dress 8:30. A stain on my dress will mean a trip to the dry cleaner in two minutes. If the essay is due in class in twenty minutes, I go to dress 8:30. A stain on my dress will mean a trip to the dry cleaner in two minutes. If I'm feeling especially down or to pick up something, I'll go to dress 8:30. A stain on my dress will mean a trip to the dry cleaner in two minutes. If the essay is due in class in twenty minutes, I go to dress 8:30. A stain on my dress will mean a trip to the dry cleaner in two minutes. If I'm feeling especially down or to pick up something, I'll go to dress 8:30. A stain on my dress will mean a trip to the dry cleaner in two minutes. If the essay is due in class in twenty minutes, I go to dress 8:30. A stain on my dress will mean a trip to the dry cleaner in two minutes. If I'm feeling especially down or to pick up something, I'll go to dress 8:30. A stain on my dress will mean a trip to the dry cleaner in two minutes. If the essay is due in class in twenty minutes, I go to dress 8:30. A stain on my dress will mean a trip to the dry cleaner in two minutes. If I'm feeling especially down or to pick up something, I'll go to dress 8:30. A stain on my dress will mean a trip to the dry cleaner in two minutes.
Richard B. Russell Auditorium

The new auditorium is one of the most beautiful buildings on the campus and is named in honor of the Chairman of the Board of Trustees of the college.

ATLACHS COUNTY GALS
GIVE CHAPEL PROGRAM
On Thursday, Oct. 28, the chapel exercises were conducted by the group of Providence students from Athens county. The program consisted of various activities and included the singing of favorite songs.

THE ARTS BUILDING
This building was one of the first completed in the recent building program which was magnificently associated with the dedication of Roll Hall, the newest dormitory, named for Ellis H. Bell, Treasurer of the Board of Trustees.

For The Alumna

THE LINK BETWEEN THE ALUMNIST AND STUDENT

Do you remember...

Of all the class of 1985's... we have to admit that some of us are still "students". We have been growing up, maturing, and becoming more responsible for our actions. Although we may still be attending classes and participating in extracurricular activities, we are no longer considered "students" in the traditional sense.

Some of us are now married and have children, while others are still single. Regardless, we have come together to celebrate our reunion and share memories of our time at college. The class of 1985 has grown and changed, but the bond between us remains the same.

Alumni News

THE ALUMNA
For G. S. C.

The recent issue of the Alumna includes information about the upcoming reunion, updates on the activities of the alumni association, and profiles of notable alumni from the class of 1985. The magazine is available in实体打印版和电子版.

How to reach us

If you would like to submit a news item or contact the editor, please email us at info@alumna.com.
Y. W. C. A. CABINET TEA

The Y. W. C. A. Cabinet held a very delightful meeting in the Y. W. C. A. room on the afternoon of September 29. Miss Peggie Lou Armstrong and Mrs. Elizabeth Ellen of Agnes Scott College contributed a group past to the meeting. Peggie Lou made the talk on the various national and informational interests of the Y. W. C. A. as expressed through its state and local groups.

Tea and ambrosia were served later by Miss Mildred Rosenmeier and Miss Lorrie Trainor. Among those present were Peggie Lou Armstrong, Mrs. Elizabeth Emerson, Miss Annie Moore Daughter, Edna Melton, Carolynn Harris, Jean Hesley, Miss Gemmer, and Margaret Dry, Margaret Bailey, Margaret Campbell, and others. Among them were Frances Pickle, Elsie Motley, Pearl Jackson, Corinne Russell, Frances McClinton, Jeannie Dow, Suzy Hays, Mary Eliott, Mildred McDowdbell.

CONTRIBUTION TO ISSUE

Acknowledged.
The Cabenbton wishes to acknowledge the contributions from the following:

Eloise Graham, Corinne Yeats, Ruth Love, North Brook, Agnes Jones, Bobbi Dorsey and Ruth Hopk

I NOW OVERCAME MY HOME-SICKNESS

Before I came to college homedissease won out over my weakness. People were always warning me against it. I read in the "sick" column in the paper. I got to know people why I simply could not do it. I did not know that would be the end of school and at the beginning, I was in the hospital. I arrived in McPherson, Kansas, and my appetites were weaker and I was all worn out. When things came to a peak and I discovered that I had a terrible case of that disease which will be treated as a cause, I was happy. I had no more trouble after that. I could eat a large meal and not feel bad. I was discharged with myself and a had to find a remedy.

It seemed as if the little as possible. That helped greatly. I began studying my health. I took my meals, every meal and made meals of things. Then I was allowed to do as I desired. I now get a fit of colds coming. I either go visiting or get a good book and read. It has proven to be a most satisfactory remedy.

SPECTRUM STAFF FOR 1928-29 TO BE ORGANIZED

The Spectrum Staff of 1928-29 will meet this week in Dr. Bagby's office to name the staff for 1928-29.

Rice have already been received from engineers and president. Competition for the contract is hot because of the high prices of the locomotives of the locomotives.

SUNDAY NIGHT SUPPER

Sunday night October 16th, Jewell Dodd, Paul New, and Margaret Donald entertained several of their friends. A delicious suited course was served and each guest received a favor on leaving.

Those invited were: Misses Norma Miller, Maxine Milliner, Maxine New, and Margaret Donald.

Bell's

Bell's

SPECIAL SALE LADIES SILK UNDERWEAR

Heave Silk Rayon Knickers

Glove Silk Knickers

Short Panties

Corpe de Chine Gowns

Rayon Petticoats

IF YOU WANT THE BEST SHOP AT

E. E. Bell's

WHEN ILLNESS COMES

WE WANT THE VERY BEST IN MEDICINE

WE REALIZE THIS!

Harris Hall's Drug Store

Le's Department Store

DRY GOOD NOTIONS SHOES—LADIES READY TO WEAR

Phone 8

Electric Bridge Lamps and Table Lamps only $1.50 each

R. H. Wootten

The Rose Tea Room

WELCOMES YOU

College Special Breakfast Waffle, Bacon and Coffee........... 25c

3 Sandwiches 25c

Olorless Cleaners

25 PER CENT DISCOUNT FOR CASH AND CARRY

CHRISTMAS GIFT—That most difficult problem, the choice of a personal gift, is easily solved now, weeks in advance of Christmas. Your photograph is the gift that only you can give. Give your photographer ample time—make an appointment now—today. EXPERT PHOTO STUDIO.

NEW FIVE CENTS PACKAGES

Cheer Hump—Cheerios, Cream and Chocolate "Pudding Head"
—Chocolate, Nuts and Cherries. This Week Stuffed Olives 10c

per Both.

Bell Grocery Company

263 Phone 499

DRINK SHERRO

A WHOLESALE DRINK OF ORIGINAL FLAVOR

Those who have tried SHERRO like it. We ask you to give it a trial.

You Can Get SHERRO at

HAYES PHARMACY—FRALEY PHARMACY

SHERRO COMPANY

CORDON, GA.

Electric Maid Bake Shop

BUY YOUR SWEETS FROM US

When you think of cakes, think of Electric Maid Bake Shop.

CHRISTMAS GIFT—That most difficult problem, the choice of a personal gift, is easily solved now, weeks in advance of Christmas. Your photograph is the gift that only you can give. Give your photographer ample time—make an appointment now—today. EXPERT PHOTO STUDIO.

CHRISTMAS GIFT—That most difficult problem, the choice of a personal gift, is easily solved now, weeks in advance of Christmas. Your photograph is the gift that only you can give. Give your photographer ample time—make an appointment now—today. EXPERT PHOTO STUDIO.

CHRISTMAS GIFT—That most difficult problem, the choice of a personal gift, is easily solved now, weeks in advance of Christmas. Your photograph is the gift that only you can give. Give your photographer ample time—make an appointment now—today. EXPERT PHOTO STUDIO.